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Abstract: Building designing is an iterative process of developing design concepts while fulfilling

various requirements. Design parameters, dependencies, and constraints are embedded in the BIM-

based design environment to support automated design adaptation techniques. However, only a small

part of design constraints is explicitly represented in the digital models as design and engineering

knowledge, and most studies focus on constraints on single object levels. To address this issue, this

paper presents a workflow for enriching building knowledge graphs with design-oriented constraints.

This research aims to extract constraints through embedded design parameters automatically. Data

retrieval queries and analyses for model constraints are accomplished based on the extracted RDF

graph that represents the intended building topology. Maintaining the users’ design intent and obeying

the consistency constraints, the graph-based approach dynamically computes the range of design

parameters potentially associated with the requirement constraint fulfillment. Due to the graph structure,

cascading effects of element displacements can be considered on various levels of adjacency.
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1 Introduction

The introduction of Building Information Modeling (BIM) related technologies has significantly changed

the design process in the Architecture, Engineering, Construction, and Operation (AECO) industry.

BIM technologies allow explicitly representing and managing various design information activities.

Based on parametric dependencies and constraints [1], BIM supports the transformation of complex

geometries to create variations of the same basic form for detailed design analyses with little effort.
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In the context of parametric modeling, constraints refer to limitations or restrictions imposed on the

design model upon specific properties of building elements. User requirements, building regulations,

and construction rules imply constraints on a building design [2]. In practice, checking digital building

models for compliance with constraints in different aspects allows for adapting the model toward

compliant designs in an early stage. Parametric design constraints form an important intermediate

connection between the building properties encoded in the model and how humans reason about the

building elements and their relations. This ensures the model maintains the specified structure from

the design intent and the regulations.

Nevertheless, fully realizing these benefits demands specialized parametrization setup, building

elements with functional behavior, and appropriate management of elements in the BIM model. Only

a small part of design knowledge is explicitly integrated into digital models as design constraints [3].

Manually integrating constraints with building models requires intensive modeling efforts by designers,

especially for arbitrary geometric constraints that involve multiple building elements. Automated

BIM-based design analyses are usually interrupted when inconsistencies occur during adaptation.

Therefore, BIM-based parametric modeling must consider and quantify the potentially entangled

constraints to avoid constraint violation issues. A parametric representation of the design constraints

is crucial for designers to work with parameters and cope with the complex relationships between

building elements.

To address this need, this paper proposes a graph-based approach for parametric constraint rep-

resentation in early building design. A design constraint kernel is developed to represent existing

design constraints with Resources Description Framework (RDF) graphs. As the starting point, existing

data converters are used to transform IFC models into simplified RDF graphs using the Building

Topology Ontology (BOT). The baseline graphs are enriched with details about parametric constraints

by automatically extracting additional information from the design environment combined with arith-

metic operations. The topological information from the BIM model allows efficient inferring of the

relationships between building elements and parameter-based properties. The enriched graph, one of

this paper’s primary outcomes, represents quantitative consistency design constraints for maintaining

the initially proposed design topology. This procedure provides a robust strategy to determine the

permissible ranges of parameter values, especially for spatial constraints in design processes.

A case study is conducted on a multi-storey office building to represent both generic consistency and

project-specific requirement constraints. Certain spatial constraints, e.g., wall movement constraints,

are explicitly linked to related parameters and quantified as permissible ranges. The constraint

identification and representation could be ameliorated with specific domain knowledge or project-

related design and construction information, rendering varied. The observed parameter ranges will

facilitate building design adjustments and improve the efficiency of automated design analyses.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents state-of-the-art methods and related

works. Section 3 describes the proposed graph-based approach. Section 4 is dedicated to the

experimental setup and results. The outcome of this approach is discussed in Section 5 and Section 6

finally concludes the article.
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2 Related works

BIM technologies enable designers to generate and manipulate building models by changing model

parameters like storey height or wall thickness. In contrast to rough geometric designs, parametric

designs define the essential features by object-oriented parameters. Lee, Sacks, and Eastman

[4] explore the building object behavior (BOB) description as a means to embed design intent and

knowledge in parametric elements. Parametric BIM models are typically defined using dependencies

and constraints [1]. By creating parametrized element types, all the information, such as locations,

dimensions, and relationships, can be easier controlled. Modifying the parameters of a specific

component family promotes the modification of all the related family constituents, enabling architects

and engineers to automate and optimize the building design processes. With advanced support of

parametric design, designers can generate model variations by changing parametric values [5].

Building design constraints can be distinguished into two fundamental types: consistency constraints

and requirement constraints [2]. Consistency constraints are typically embedded in the BIM model,

including geometric and topological relationships, while requirement constraints derive from building

regulations, best-practice construction rules, and client requirements. Conceptual spatial constraints

might restrict the parametric model. Thus, parametric modeling systems typically use standard sets

of geometric constraints that consist of spatial relations between geometric objects, e.g., collinearity,

horizontal alignment, and perpendicularity [6]. The supported geometric constraints are usually

defined by fixed numbers [7]. The correct application of constraints toward a satisfactory solution is

complex [5] since design conflicts exist between contradictory constraints.

In their literature review, Pauwels, Zhang, and Lee [8] present the state-of-the-art in applying regulation

compliance checking on RDF graphs. Tang, Zou, Feng, et al. [9] comprehensively review the geometric

constraint-solving problem (GCSP) in parametric designs. Arora, Bielski, Eisenstadt, et al. [10] use

graph-based representation and developed a constraint-based evaluator for the coherency of semantic

spatial configurations. Kirchner and Huhnt [7] employ a constraint graph to extend the geometric model

to store intended equation constraints between two connected walls. To solve the GSCP, Kirchner [3]

proposes investigating the relationships between points, constraints, and parameters for computing

the possible ranges of extruded rectangular walls. However, existing design constraint studies focus

on object-level topological relations in parametric models. The previous approaches lack the ability to

support automated design optimization processes. Formalizing design constraints as a user-oriented

and computer-interpretable format is essential to improve design coordination.

3 Methodology

The proposed methodology investigates the building design constraints and enriches the building

knowledge graph with additional design-oriented information. This graph-based approach determines

the range of possible values for every location-related parameter to maintain consistency constraints

(geometric and topological relationships). With the identified consistency constraints, the ease of use
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of such an enriched parametric model renders designers more adaptable for fulfilling other particular

requirement constraints (building regulations, construction rules, and client requirements).

The starting point is a parametric design model that resides within a specific design environment.

Even though the aim is to extract all required information from a vendor-neutral format like IFC to have

a generic pipeline, some required information is not stored in the IFC file or is more easily accessible

in the native format. In the case of the present paper, Autodesk Revit is used with its API to access

design parameters, topological information, and custom attributes. A graph-based approach was

chosen to store and connect all required information. It allows for capturing the strongly interlinked

nature of the building structure, the topological relations between building elements, and the design

parameters suitably. Furthermore, design change propagation across various depths of element and

room neighborhoods is well-reflected in the graph structure.

The complete methodology is displayed in the workflow diagram in fig. 1. All procedural steps are

represented with circles. Additionally, their numbers in black refer to the order in which they are

executed. It is also referred to these numbers in the following paragraph.

Figure 1: Workflow diagram depicting the proposed methodology

1. The IFCtoLBD Converter developed by [11] is applied to extract the building structure from the

IFC file and create an RDF graph using BOT.

2. Information not explicitly represented in the IFC file is extracted through the Revit API. This

includes design constraints, e.g., attributes that describe the structural relevance of walls,

topological relationships between rooms and elements, and design parameters that define the

position of the building elements in relation to reference grids. The graph resulting from step one

is enriched with this information using Python and the rdflib.

3. Based on the enriched graph, the range of possible movement of building elements is calculated.

The positions of the elements are described through parameters referring to related grids. The

range of movement is calculated with the help of SPARQL queries.
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4. The movement ranges which are allowed to comply with the consistency constraints are sent

back to the design environment to support the user in subsequent design processes.

5. Once changes are applied to the design model, the location-related parameters are updated in

the building graph. From this stage, the pipeline is rerun starting from step number three.

4 Case Study

The methodology proposed in section 3 was tested on a design model in Autodesk Revit representing

an office building with two stories. The model is enriched with design parameters, which describe

the position of walls, windows, and doors in relation to 2D reference grids (fig. 2). In the scope of the

case study, the range of motion of all walls was investigated by calculating distance-related parameter

ranges for every wall element. Walls are the main elements that dictate a building’s design. The same

methodology can be applied to other elements, like columns, doors, and windows.

Figure 2: 3D view of the design model Figure 3: The unfulfilled requirement and re-

lated neighbor elements

Following the methodology described in section 3, the IFC file of the building was converted using

the IFCtoLBD converter to obtain an RDF graph depicting the fundamental structure of the building.

Additional information was extracted from Revit through the Revit API to complement the data from

the IFC file. This comprises attributes of walls describing if they are structural, external, part of the

stairway, or none of the three and characteristics of doors differentiating between building exits, storey

exits, and usual doors to transition from one room to the next. Moreover, the topological relations

of all building elements and rooms were used to enrich the building graph. Finally, the distance-

related design parameters in relation to 2D reference grids were automatically added to the graph to

finalize the knowledge transfer from the design environment to the graph database. Taking the design

constraints into account while at the same time maintaining the topological structure of the building,

the displacement ranges of walls were calculated through a sequence of SPARQL requests. Finally,

obtained values are stored in the graph, again using SPARQL.
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An example demonstrates the information stored in the final building graph and how it can support

automated design optimization processes. The room on the top left in fig. 3 was identified as not

complying with specific building regulations (e.g., the International Building Code) due to too small

room area, thus demanding wall adjustment to find a compliant building design. Since the walls on the

top and the left are external, they cannot be moved according to typical requirement constraints once

the building outline is determined. The other two walls and adjacent rooms need to be considered.

Figure 4: A subsection of the building graph showing the relevant nodes in the example case

The possible wall displacement is calculated for the two mentioned walls, maintaining the building

topology and avoiding clashes with other walls, windows, or doors. These different types of limits for

displacement are calculated through SPARQL queries and thereafter stored in the graph. The doors

and windows are considered fixed or still adjustable, depending on the design requirement constraints.

If necessary, rooms that are second-level neighbors of the initial room can also be considered to

check for allowed displacement ranges. The stairway wall is a second-level neighbor of the initial

office room in the example. It is considered fixed according to typical evacuation-related requirement

constraints that specify stairway placement. Consequently, the corridor can not be widened to the right

by narrowing the staircase. The room to the top of the stairs has no constraints and can be shrunk to

allow for more space for the initial non-compliant office room.

The related section of the building graph that includes the primarily involved elements is displayed

in fig. 4. It displays the topological relations between elements and space, which are indispensable

for the calculations. Furthermore, a selection of node attributes is presented. With the provided

displacement limits, the design changes can be accomplished via particular optimization algorithms

or by users with domain expertise directly. Once the design is improved, the graph is updated with

related changes and analyzed again for computing subsequent displacement limits.
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5 Discussion

The proposed approach can adaptively provide parametric constraints as design variation ranges

for automated design adaptation. The novelties of this approach compared to existing research are

summarized here. First, design and engineering knowledge are explicitly investigated via the nodes

and edges of the graph structure as consistency and requirement constraints. With graph-based

queries and analyses for model constraints, the proposed workflow provides a dynamic way to fulfill

requirement constraints by maintaining customized consistency constraints. Second, the proposed

approach can be applied to other building elements and provide permissible variation ranges for all

the building elements, which is crucial for various parametrization-based design optimization studies.

This study still has limits despite these contributions. First, the provided displacement changes are

limited without considering combinatorial ranges for multiple parameters. Second, requirement con-

straints have been widely considered in previous code compliance checking studies. By investigating

those requirement constraints in building regulation, the approach can integrate code-compliant ranges

for parameters as design guidance. However, the initial building design topology might need to be

improved to fulfill those requirement constraints, leading to more expansive graph rewriting techniques.

Third, current query implementation is only tested on building elements that comply with the Manhattan

world assumption. Increased computational cost is expected for more complex elements.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

This paper describes a methodology to dynamically provide the ranges of location-related parameters

by maintaining the initial design intent from the user. Instead of being reasoned by designers with

domain expertise, consistency and requirement constraints of the building design are effectively

embedded into the building data structure, enriching the building knowledge graph with design-

oriented information. The proposed graph-based approach provides greater cost-effectiveness on

automated design adaptation, especially for generative designs aiming to fulfill particular requirement

constraints. Broader development and adoption of such a graph-based constraint representation

approach could significantly increase automated design efficiency.

A comprehensive design constraint classification will ease the data query and calculation processes.

In addition to functional classes, hard and soft constraints should be distinguished to support an

adjustable selection of constraints maintained by users. Additionally, the combinatorial ranges for

multiple parameters should be computed to prevent leading to iterative and contradictory design works

for architects and engineers.
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